
Police ‘covered up’ failings
on child sex cases
Three very disturbing articles in The Times this morning. They
are behind the paywall so I cannot repeat much here.  One
heartening minor point is the comments; criticising the Times
for two things. One despite being the newspaper that broke the
atrocity in the first place they still tiptoe round the one
thing that unites the rape gangs, ie their islamic ideology.
And a mention to the work done by groups and individuals
pilloried for being ‘right wing’ or racists for making the
scale of these crimes better known.

It is true that statistically other religions and all major
ethnicities  commit  crimes  including  sex  crimes.  What  is
different about the islamic gangs is their joint venturing,
and their failure to see anything wrong. I know from my own
time in the Court Service that a British or European sex
offender or paedophile has to be careful as he identifies like
minded perverts with whom he can work or swap gloats. They are
furtive. They have ways to locate each other; one colleague
insisted a pointer was their socks. She wasn’t completely
joking either. But many have been caught because their sense
of who was a like-minded pervert was wrong and they were
reported. 

The  Islamic  gangs  are  following  a  different  mind  set.
Generations of razzia, dhimmitude, taking the possessions of
their  right  hand  give  those  so  inclined  a  sense  of
entitlement. They don’t have to send out arcane signals to
find an accomplice; they have their brothers, their cousins
(many, many cousins to the nth degree) their cronies at the
taxi office, the kebab shop, the mosque and the shisha bar.
That is the difference, and what makes the Islamic rape gangs
a crime and menace apart. 
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Back to the Times. abuse in London. Eight million people – how
can there not be? Of the few cases I have heard of several
involved a girl from the suburbs being trafficked further out
into Hertfordshire, Essex and Suffolk. 

Among the forces that failed to provide their reports was
Thames Valley police, where 21 men were charged as part of
investigations into a Police ‘failing to protect’ thousands
of girls at risk of sexual abuse

Ten  years  after  The  Times  exposed  grooming  gangs  in
Rotherham,  children  as  young  as  11  are  still  slipping
through the system. South Yorkshire, which is responsible
for Rotherham, cited “highly sensitive information” in its
refusal to co-operate. 

Figures disclosed under the Freedom of Information Act show
that since 2018 West Yorkshire police have recorded more
than 5,500 cases of children going missing while believed
to be at risk of sexual abuse. One of these children, whose
identity  cannot  be  revealed,  was  reported  missing  197
times. 

Sarah Champion, the Labour MP for Rotherham, where mass
offending  by  grooming  gangs  was  exposed,  said:  “Going
missing is the main early warning sign. Given police know
this, the fact that some children are still going missing
this often is shameful.”

A highly rated comment: What does society expect when it
tolerates and protects an external culture that sees others
as lesser beings to be exploited.

This is so important I wish it was more readily available. 
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